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There's a billion-dollar elephant in the room; any startup that wants to bring an eVTOL air taxi into commercial service needs to structure its entire operation to meet the same aerospace standards ...
Lilium’s CPO on the massively expensive challenge of eVTOL certification
Take Well’s 10-day challenge to learn ... physical changes inside your body as well. One truly remarkable study linked hugging with a stronger immune system. The researchers surveyed 404 adults ...
Try the Fresh Start Challenge!
For some cancer survivors, eating and drinking can become difficult, if not impossible, after treatment. Exercise has always been part of Scott Wieskamp’s life. But after cancer treatment, the ...
A Challenge to Chew On: Eating and Drinking After Cancer Treatment
In the past year-and-a-half, the COVID-19 pandemic has laid bare the strengths and weaknesses of all forms of political systems ...
The COVID-19 Challenge to Indian Federalism
Maryland joins the growing list of states across the country which have passed legislation to equip officers in all of its police departments with body cameras—and are struggling with the subsequent ...
GovQA's Flexible Records Fulfillment Technologies Can Help Maryland Agencies Prepare for Proposed Body Camera Legislation
Initially the challenge trials ... that are almost impossible to answer in the real world. How much virus does it take to start an infection? How does the immune system mount its first defence?
Covid-19: What are challenge trials and why do we need them?
The next challenge in the ... code that instructs cells in the body to make a particular piece of the virus’ spike protein — in order to prompt the immune system to mount an intense response?
US Covid-19 response faces doozy of a challenge: Vaccinating kids
I'm not sure I have an operational bone in my body. Yeah ... I have a hard time getting a really good answer to. And that's what's the challenge that China poses to the United States.
China expert John Culver on Beijing's military prowess - "Intelligence Matters"
The challenge for researchers like Dr. Juan Botas ... but in all the cells in the body, opening the possibility that other cell types also could be involved in the condition.
Glial cells help mitigate neurological damage in Huntington's disease
On the contrary, vaccines administered to a healthy person may lead to occasional side-effects like fever, body aches ... would first of all require health systems to be honest and transparent.
Tackling vaccine hesitancy challenge in rural India
COVID-19 has put the size of the climate challenge into perspective ... Investment by governments will be part of the answer, but only a small part. Despite the best intentions of those who ...
Yes, we need the financial system to fight climate change
Rota told the House of Commons on Wednesday that his argument will be "that the legal system does not have jurisdiction ... that NSICOP was the appropriate body to examine the documents without ...
Speaker wants information on fired scientists released, prepares to challenge Liberal government in court
While there is growing optimism that the team is in a position to potentially challenge for a playoff ... prepared to start the season.” The quick answer is eventually, but the question that ...
Five Burning Questions The New York Giants Need To Answer This Summer
The Speaker's office says the Speaker's legal counsel has advised the attorney general that Rota — who is named as the respondent on behalf of the House of Commons in the Liberal government's court ...
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